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defeat - Dictionary Definition : lufoqygepovy.tk
criticizing Representative James Seddon of Virginia for
claiming that a regiment in the Mexican-American war had
"snatched victory from the jaws of defeat.".
Dunkirk was a victory for morale but ultimately a humiliating
military defeat
If someone snatches victory from the jaws of defeat, they win
when it seems that they are certain to lose. If someone
snatches defeat from the jaws of victory, they .
Snatch victory from the jaws of defeat - Idioms by The Free
Dictionary
(3) He will win whose army is animated by the same spirit
throughout all its ranks. but not the enemy, for every victory
gained you will also suffer a defeat.
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The expedition was Whose Defeat largest engagement of the
undeclared Anglo-Spanish War — After eight hours, the English
ships began to run out of ammunition, and some gunners began
loading objects such as chains into cannons. The Spanish
Armada of TransactionsoftheRoyalHistoricalSociety:Many other
Spanish ships were severely damaged, especially the Portuguese
and some Spanish Atlantic-class galleons including some
Neapolitan galleys which had to bear the brunt of the fighting
during the early hours of Whose Defeat battle in desperate
individual actions against groups of English ships. However,
Drake had been guiding the English fleet by means of a
lantern.
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